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The opportunity to be here with you this evening is a particular
pleasure for me, for quite a number of reasons.
It has afforded me an occasion for a return to my native lew England,

under auspices that are not only agreeable but distinguished; I am deeply sensible
the honor of being asked by Amherst College to address an t"l.rnherst audience.
More than that, it has enabled me to formulate some thoughts on the subject which
bas been set for me, "Justice in a Free Society"

and that is a theme peculiarly

appropriate for anyone who has been all his life a lac,.rJer, and no doubt even more
appropriat.e for one who has been additionally fortunnte to have held public
office.

As Governor of my own State of

R~ode

Island and as one of its senators

I have necessarily been aware of the manifold problems implicit in the title of

my uddress tonight.

And now, honored by the Presi.dent with the office of

Attorney General, I have deep and

L~ediate

responsibilities in that cpnnection

-- and I refer to that circumsta.nce not at all boastfully, but with a deep and
genuine hu..'ilility in the face of the tasks which the duties of that office neces
sarily involve.
Finally, I am especially happy that my talk tonight is on8 of the
series of the Harlan Fiske Stone Memorial Lectures, not only because I had the
privilege of personal acquaintanee and friendship with that distinguished son of
Amherst, but becaus8 the lifE: and the judicia.l labors of Chief .Justice Stone
exemplify in the highest de5Tee those precepts and approaches which, in the com
plex modern life of today, constitute and summarize the principles which, in the
last analysis, make for justice in our free society.
Let me emphasize that what I say tonight is thus restricted:

j dealing only with .21d! free society.

I am

I shall be discussing only the problems

peculiar to the America of today, with its written Constitution, and its back
ground of Anglo-AInerican common law.

I sha11 limit my field accordingly, not

because I believe that the common law system, in the aostract, is better than the
civil law system of those countries which had Rome as their

juridical ancestor,

nor because I harbor the notion, not perhaps entirely alien to some American
la1VJers, that the common law is a prerequisite to

freedom~

narrowly the great civilizing heritage of the Roman law.

I do not view thus

Similarly, I do not

share the views of some that a written Constitution is the sine qua non of ordered

-----,

liberty; the British have done very well indeed with a 'Constitution
written, that was as unwritten as the common law itself.

·~hat

was not

Significantly, it was

from their unwritten Constitution that the American colonists and the Framers of
our fundamental law drew those concepts of liberty and

o~

personal guaranties

which lie at the very base of all our most cherished institutions.
No, I limit myself only because I am dealing with things as they are,
vlith the ba.ckgrounds an1 institutions which we have, and with which our statesmen,
be they law-makers or law-givers, must necessarily deal.
And so I turn first to what is, necessarily and inescapably, the

,

central fact of our constitutional system, the role of the Supreme' :Courtof the
United States.

Only with that in mind can we evaluate the work of that great

alumnus of yours whom we honor tonight; only with that in mind can we appraise
the problems

1-ti th

vThich he and his ]?x'edecessors dealt and vIith which his

successors must deal in the years that lie ahead.
We have, in our free society as in all others, the task of reconciling
the liberties of the individual with the demands of the state.

And, addition

ally, because we are a federation, because our nation is composed of many States,
we have the task in our society of delimitiI1..g a boundary between the powers of
the States and the powers of the Federal Government.
The broad general outline between the several zones of permitted
activity are lai(l down in our Constitutions, State and Federal.

Some of those

lines, even in the Federal Constituti.on, are drawn in c.lear and specific terms,
Thus, no State may coin money or grant any title of nobility or, without the
consent of the Congress, lay any duties on imports or exports.

ThE; Congress

forbidden to pass ex post facto laws or to grant any title of nobility, it is
given power to coin money, to provide for patents and copyrights, to declare war,
and to legislate for the Seat of Governmen\ and for the Territories.

With

respect to the individua.l, the Federal Bill of Rights guarantees that no soldier
shall in time of peace be quartered in any house without the consent of the owner,
that no person shall be held to answer for a. capital or otherwise infamous crime
unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand .Jury; that in all criminal
prosecutions the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy and pu.blic trial, by
an impartial jury of the State and district wherein the crime shall have been
committed; and that in suits at

co~mon

law, where the value in controversy shall

exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be preserved.
These specific provisions have been duly construed, with a minimum of
disagreement as to the finer points"

But, by and l!3.rge, they present no broad

debatable areas, and certain it is in any event that the great constitutional
controversies of the immediate past, of today. and I have no doubt, of the future 1
originate, not in the specific provisions which I have enumerated more or less
at random, not in similar provisions of like specificity, but in the broad
general grants of power and in the equally broad

prohibition~

against govern

mental action.
Article

r,

to regulate COInm8rCe

Section 8, declares that "The Congress shall have Powe.r
~HH~

among the several states.'"

Is that broad enough to

authorize the enactment of legisla.tion establishing a pension system ,for the
employees of interstate railroqds?

The Tenth Amendment provides that nThe powers

not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited
by

it tc the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to thQ

people"ft

Is that broad -enough to forbid the operation of a law to control

agricultural production through a tax which is distributed by way of
benefit payments to those complying with the law?

The Fourth Amendment

declares that "The right of the people to be secure in their persons,
houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures,
shall not. be violated."

Does that authorize law enforcement officers

to arrest an indiv'idual whom they see actually commi.tting a f€ l ony.

or

does it require them to apply to a magistrate for a warrant in the event
that they had prior knm.,rJ.edge that
arrived on the premises?
"shall

~HH*

Q

felony would be committed when they

The Fourteenth Amendment commands that no State

deprive any' person of life, Ijberty, or property, without due

process of law."

Is a State minimu!Tl wage law consistent with or in con

flict with that c.laus6;'
Before I suggest answers to these questions -- and they have all
been asked, and auttori ta tively answered, sometimEB indeed ansltrered
differen\,J.y on different occasions -- let me emphaslze that in our
system the answer comes from the Supreme Court.

In moments when large

segments of the country dislike the answer, there is recurring agitation
against the answering body_
tion is nothing new.

As I shall point out presently, such agita

But as passions subside, and as the climate of

opinion in the Supreme Court chamber

approacn~s

the climate of opinion

outSide, then there is gentral agreement that the power to make ultimate
decisions,

~he

power to draw the line between the individual and his

government and between State and Federal authority, must reside somewhere,

and that, on the \-ThoJe., it had better reside in the highest court, of
the land.

At any rate, that is where the power

rest3~

in law

~nd

in fact,

and to call it usurpation -- which for myself I do not believe it ever
was

does not assist in solving constitutiona1 problems.

problem, I submit, is this:

The basic

Grant that the final judfS"ffient on every

constitutional question must be spoken by the Supreme Court -- how can
we best make certain that those who render judgment there will hold
the balance even?

That is our basic, ana, I believe, eternal problem,

for our hist.ory has shown that whenever the .Court read into the written
document more than what a substantial majorit.y of those concerned could
find in the text on their own, then there was critic.ism of the Court,
criticism which on occasion brought us to the 'verge of constitutional
crisis.
Baek over ninety years ago, in the Q!.§£ Scott case, the
Supreme Court undertook to go beyooo the narrow limits of what that case
actl1ally involved and, in a series of dicta, not necessary to the decision,
laid down principles which a majority sincerely believed would settle
for al] time the vexed problem of human slavery.
forth a storm of protest.

Hen of the stature of Abraham Lincoln

criticised the Court in strong nnd scathing terms.
the problem of slav€ r y

The der::ision cal1ed

We know the result:

remained, to be settled on the battlefield.

A generation later. when the Court reversed itself on the
validity of legal tender legtslacion, first striking down and then sus
taining the challengeq. enactment, there was similar critic.ism; and so it

was in the 1890's, when the Court first upheld and then invalidated
the income tax law.

In the latter case, a constitutional amendment: was

necessary to enable the Federal Government to levy upon incomes, a source
of revenue without which national existence would be quite impossible in
a \.rorld in which world wars seem to succeed each other at discouragingly
short intervals.

The instability of decision which both instances

reflected hurt the Court seriously; these were, in the language of Chief
Justice Hughes, "self-inflicted l1 wounds.
Later, in our own day, when the deepening depression that
followed 1929 exposed the defects and weaknesses of our economic life,
so far reaching that, at the time of the 19.33 bank holiday, they brought
this nation literally to the brink of the abyss, the measures which a
determined executive and an equally determined Congress thereafter adopted
to correct abuses and, if possible, to prevent their recurrence in the
future, were challenged in the courts.

One by one, these measures were

struck down by a majority, frequently a bare majority, of the Supreme
Court.

The lay public was disturbed, profoundly disturbed.

What seemed

so clear to the Supreme Court majority was far from clear to the justices
in dissent, least of all was it clear to the uninitiated.

And when the

legislative program in its broad outline was referred to the electorate
in 1936, and by them overwhelming1y approved. the Court crisis was upon
us.

Chief Justice Stone, then Associate tTustice, had indicated how
this crisis might have been avoided.
Commgn

~

in

the

Ynit~g

In a. discerning address on The

State£ (50 Harvard law Review 4, 24-25), he

had pointed out how accepted common-law and constitutional techniques

would have obviated thQ kind of decision whic:h had resulted in such
outcries.

He said:
"In ascertaining whether challenged f3.ction is
the traditional common-law technique
does not rule out but requires some inquiry into
the social and econornlc data to ,,,hieh it isLo be
applied.. Whetber action is reasonable or not must
always depend upon the particular facts and circ~~
stances in which it is taken. Action plainly
reasonable~

unreasonable at one time and in one set of cir
cumstances may not be so in other times and condi
t.ions. The ,judge, then, who must say whether official
actien nas passed tbe limits of the reasonable, must
those copditions and circu.l. ls\:.ances
open his eyes to
within the ranee of judicial knOi-l1edge, in tha light of
which reasonableness is to be measured. In this he
~lt follows histo~ic precedent, even though he does less
than did Lord M:'3.nsfieJ.d i.n learning the practicc;s of
m~rcha.nts in order to adapt thfJ rules of common law to
the needs of a merc:antile community.
tiRe is aided, too, by the fact th?~t the matter
ultimately to be ruled upon is the reasonableness of
official action, tc \>Jhich the common law has always
attached the presumption of regularity where action is
cased on official aSCErtainment of facts and conditions.
It is 1ut the rfisort to a familiar technique of the
eommon law uhich takes into account the nature of the
officia.l function and the circumstances that attending
it3 pe;;rforma:ne€ are both the duty to ascertain the
facts and special facilities for learning them which
entitle it to deferential treatment 'oy courts. And,
finalJ.y, by a step typieal of the methods by '..!hieh
the common 1a\-1 has grown and accommodated itself to
changing needs, courts have developed their awn
technique for sa.feguarding coordinate branches of
the gover~~ent fro~ encroachments of the judicial
power. By a se1f-denying ordinance of immeasurable
importance to the balanced functioning of the con
stitutional system, the courts, under the leadership
of Narshall, have declared that every law duly passed
is prE::sumed to be constitutional, and that the burdf;ll
is on him \lI'ho assa1ls it to establish its unconstitution
B.lity beyond the rE;3.sonable doubts of obj ecti~!e-minded
men. 'fhere was thus adoptf.:d as a check upon !iny excess
of judicia] power a device familiar to the ('ornmon law, in
the presumptlons of regularity of affical action, and of
the irmoeence of one ace'used of crime, by which the
reasorl'lble freedom of official action and the sanctity
of life and liberty have traditionally been shieJ.ded

from the zeal of courts. So that court action,
ordinarily subord inatE: to that of legislatures, is
similarly restricted in the constitutional field
when called upon to set asid€ legislative action.
"Whether the consti tutj.ona.l standard of reasonable
ness of offieial action is subjective. i.)}at of the judge
who must decide, or objeetive in terms of a considered
judgment of what the eom.."'Tlunity may regard as within the
limits of the reasonable, are questions w'hich the cases
have not specificaJly decided. Often these stEt.ndards do
not differ. Wh€,n they do not f it is a happy augury for
the development of law which is socially adequate. But
the judge whose dec:ision m9.Y control government action, as
\.,rell as in deciding questions of private la,,,, must ever
be alert to disccver whether they do differ, and, differing,
whether hj s own or the obj ective standard ,.lill represent
the sober second thought of the communitYt which is the
firm base on which all law must. ultimately rest.fI

Harlan Stone's concept of the Judicial function, as this perhaps
necessarily long excerpt indicates, was that it was no part 0f the judge's
function to rewrite the Constitut.ion or to rewrite a statut f3.
sidered himself as a judge, not

~

He con

leglslator, and still less an ordained

protector of the people, wbo alone could be expected to bring them
wisdom or guard them from. the consequences of their roIly.
I believe will stand as his most powerful judicial

And in what

utter~nce,

his dissent

in the case which invalidated the Agricultural Adjustment Act, he set
forth that phiJ.osophy in striking terms.

Said Mr. .JusticE; Stone (lInl ted

States v. Butler, 297 U. S. 1, 78-7', 27-88):

"The present stress of widely held and strongly
expressed differepces of opinion of the wisd0m of the
Agricultura.l Adjustment Act makes,it important, in
the interest of c IE:ar -thinking n,nd sound rosul t, to
emphasize at the outset rertai~ propositiors which
should have cant.to1ling influence in determining
the validity of the Act. They are:
"1. The power of courts to declare a statute
unconstitutional is subject to two guiding principles
of decision l..Jhich ought never tCl be absE·nt from

judicial consciousness. One is that courts are concerned
only with the power to enact statutes, not with their
wisdom. The other is that while unconstitutional exercise
of power by the executive and legislative branches of the
goverI'.illent, is subj ect to .judic.ial restraint, the only
check upon our own exercise of power is our own sense of
self-restraint.. For th€ removal of unwise laws from the
statute books appeal lies not to the courts but to the
ballot and to the proce:,ses of democratic government. It

* *

*

* * * * *

*

*

"A tortured construction of the Constitution is not
to be justified by recourse to extreme examples of reckless
congressional spending which might occur if courts could
not prevent -- expenditures which., even if they could be
th01Jght t.o effect. any n11tiona1 purpose, would be possible
only by action of a legislature lost to all sense of public
responsibility. Such suppositions are addressed to the
mind P.iccustomed to believe that it is the business of courts
to sit in judgment on the wisdc~ of legislative action.
Courts are not the only agency of government that must be
assumed to have capacity to govern, Congress and the courts
both unhappi.ly may falter or 'be mistaken in the performance
of their constitutional duty. But interpretation of our
great charter of government which proceeds on any assumption
that the responsibility for the preservation of our institu
tions is the exclusive concern of anyone of the three
branches of government, or that it a10ne can save them from
destruction is far more likely, in the long run, 'to
obliterate the constituent members' of 'an indestructible
union of indestructible states' than the frank recognition
that language, even of a constitution, may IDf38.n what it
says: tbat the power to t~x and spend includes the power
to relieve a nation-wide economic maladjustment by condi
tional gifts of money."
And, at the same term of Court, in the case which invalidated
the New York 3tate Nini.llUl'Il Wage Law, Hr. Justice Stone all but violated
the confidences of the conference room when he said in dissent (Morehead v
New York ex reI. Tinaldo, 298 U. S. 587, 633):
"It is difficult to imagine any grounds, other than
our O\Jn personal economic predllections, for saying
that the contract of emplo~~ent is any the less an

appropriate subject of legislation than sre scores of
others, in deali.ng with l,.!hich this Court has held that
legislatures may curtail individual freedom in the public
interest. II

These expressions, to put the matter mildly, were not
to increase public confid€nce

i~

~lculated

what the majority had decided, and in

fact they were used as weighty amnunition by the supporters of the Court
Plan.

I do not propose to dwell ilpon the details of the struggle that

followed.

Suffice it to say that it was a fight. which \<!ould either be

won by both sides, or lost by both sides.

In the end, both sides won.

The Constitution and the Court both endured, as more sober counsels pre
vailed, and as -- vQry significantly -- one hy one the dissents of
Mr. Justice Stone became law.
.
The about-face in the minimul7l
(West £oast Hotel

£Q. v.

~rrish,

w~lge

situation came within a year

3CO U. S. 379).

The effect of the decision

in the Agricultural Adjustment Act ca.se was felt for only a few years,
until l~f~ v.

.§ml.lJ1

(307 U.

s.

.38).

And before very long, in

Mr. Justice Stone's opinion in the I?arb;r case (Ynited Stat8£ v. Darpy,
312 U. ,S. 100), there

WD. 3

laid

11 t

long last the ghost of the old child

labor case, Banun.§: v. Da~nhar.t. (21:7 U. S. 251), \Jhich for twenty years
and more had bIocked all worthwhilE: efforts to prohibit child labor.
Eventually, too, Mr. Justice Stone's dissent in the first flag salute case
Mi~~ §£pool .Q~. v. Q..ob~,

310 U.S. 5Sb) became the law of the

Thus much constitutional deadwood was eleared aW3.y, and, as the
judicia] philosophy of Harlan Stone became, as it. should always have been,
the lodestar of the Court, t.he number of Federal statutes declared uncon
stitutional decreased pGrceptlbly.

It is significant that, since 1936, only

two Acts of Congress have been invf:lJ.idnted

br

the Supreme Court.

Bui; not,.,ithstanding all the instances in which his dissenting
opinions became majority opinions, it was noted that Mr. Chief Justice
Stone "Tas dissenting after 1941 from the views expressed by the so
called nne't., Court lt quite as frequently as Mr. Justice Stone, prior to

1937, had dissented from the views of the Court as earlier constituted.
Just as in the late 820's and early '30's the catchline had been "stone,
Holmes, and Brandeis, JJ., dissenting lf , vTith Cardozo substituted for
Holmes after 1932, so now it was "stone, C.

J., Roberts and Frankfurter,

JJ., dissenting", ",ith Hr. Justice Burton later replacing Mr. Justice.

Roberts.
A number of facile explanations were at hand to explain this
phenomenon.

Wise~cres

whispered that the Chief uas getting old.

Learned

commentators -- cliche experts -- explained that the once Illiberal"
Justice had turned "conservative. 11

Still others were at hand to :fenture

the suggestion that here was a man who liked to be in a minority, whose
greatest pleasure lay in culling flowers from the thorny shrubbery of
dissent.

Actually, hO'\.,ever, as any reasonably careful reading of the

cases will show, the Chief Justice had remained conot&1t.
as to the proper scope of judicial activity never changed.

His own views
He was always

the same, always dependable, always as solid as the g£anite of the state
which had given him birth.
The only change was one of emphasis, based on the circumstance
that most of the controversies that engaged the Court after he became
Chief Justice involved statu,tory rather the.n constitutional problems.
The cases then decided were lajvers' cases,. not decisions
arousing heated' public discussion.

capa~le

of

But just as Mr. Justice Stone had

dissented in the past vn1en he thought that his brethren were reading their
economic predilections into the Constitution, so in his later years
Mr~

Chief Justice Stone dissented when he felt

tl~t

the majority of the

Court were reading their social and political predilections into

sta~ltes.

I think I can best illustrate the crJ.8.nge by bringing to your

attention two cases out of many that might be cited.

The first was the

Schneiderman case (Schneiderman v. United States, 320 U. S. 118), which
was an attempt by the Government to cancel the citizenship of a member
of the Communist Party on the ground that he had procured his certificate
of naturalization by fraud, the fraud involved being his representation
that he was attached to the principles of the Constitution of the United
States.

A majority of the Court reversed the judgment of denaturalization,

on the ground that iI'aud had not been satisfactorily proved.
Insofar as the decision involved a new approach to the quantum of
proof required in denaturalization cases, it iS,of technical interest only.
But the broad expressions in the majority opinion went far indeed, and
Chief Justice Stone dissented vigorously.

He objected, first, to those

aspects of the decision which in his view involved fashioning a new rule
to apply to the particular case.

Ire said (320 U. S. at 170):

"The two courts below have found that petitioner, at the
time he Wd.S naturalized, belonged to Communist Party
organizations which were opposed to the principles of the
Constitution, and which advised, advocated and taught the
overthrow of the G9vernment by force and violence. They
rave fot4~d that petitioner believed in and supported the
:principles of those organizations. They have found also
that petitioner 'was not, at the time of his naturaliza
tion •
., and during the period of five years
immediately preceding the filing of his petition for
naturalization had not behaved as, a person attached to
the principles of the Constitution of the United States
and well disposed to the good order and happiness of
the same. t

"I think these findings are abundantly supported by the
evidence, and hence that it is not within our judicial
competence to set them aside -- even though, sitting as
trial judges, ,·re might have Ina.de some other finding.
The judgmen~ below, cancelling petitioner's citizenship
on the ground that it ,.;-as illegally obtained, should
therefore be affirmed. TLe finality which attaches to
the trial court's determinations of fact from evidence
heard in open court, and which ordinarily 3aves them
from an appellate court's intermeddling, should not be
remembered in every case save this on(e alone."
He 'tvent on to criticize the majority's formulation of what the
principles of the Constitution in fact were, and he concluded in ringing
terms which I quote here because what he said then. in 1943, nas perhaps
even greater significa.l1ce in the light of what we have so painfully
learned a.bout Communism in these present years of the cold war..
Justice Stone sajd (320 U.

s.

at

Chief

196-197);

"**** Petitioner's pledge of adherence to Communist Party
principles and tactics, and his membership in the
Communist organ:zatio~s, were neither passive nor indolen~.
His testtraony sho'us cleal"ly that du.ring the crucial years
he was a young man of vigorous intellect and strong con
victions. He s~ent his time actively arranging for the
dissemination o~ a gospel of which he never has asserted
either ignorance or disbelief. His wide acquaintance with
Farty literature, and his zealous promotion of Party
interests for many years, preclude the supposition that
he diel not know the character of its teachings al'1d did not
a.id in tlleir advocacy. They are persuasive that he was
without attachment to the constitutional principles which
those teachings aimed to destroy. Yet the Court's opinion
seems to tell us that the trier of fact must not examine
petitionel"'s gospel to find out what kind of man he vlas,
or even what his gospel lolaS; that the trier of fact could
not 'impute' to petitioner any genuine attachment to the
doctrines of these organizations 'tV'hose teachings he so
assiduously spreae.. It might as 1vell be said that it is
impossible to 111£er that a man is attacI1ed to the
principles of a religious movement fl'''om the fact that
he conducts its prayer meetings, or, to take a more
sinister example, that it could not be inferred that
a man is a. Hazi and consequently not attached to con
stitutional prlnciples who, for more than five years,
had diligently circule.ted the doctrines of Mein Kampf.

"In neither case of course is the inference inevitable.
It is possible, though not probable or normal, for one
to be attached to principles diametrically opposed to
those, to the dissemination of which he has given his
life's best effort. But it is a normal and sensible
inference which the trier of fact is free to make that
his attachlilent is to those principles rather than to
constitutional prinCiples with which they are at war.
A man can be known by the ideas he spreads as well as
by the compa,ny he keeps. And when one does not challenge
the proof that he has given his life to spreading a ~r
ticular class of 'vell-defj.ned ideas, it is convincing
evidence that his attachment is to them rather than their
opposites. In this case it is convincing evidence that
petitioner, at the time of his naturalization, was not
entitled to the citizenship he procured because he was
not attached to the principles of the Constitution of
the United States and because he was not well disposed
to t.he good order and happiness of the same. 1I
I do not suppose it will come as any surprise to this audience
that one of the moat difficult of current legal problems in this country
is the effective control of Communism.

Chief Justice Stone and those

members of the Court who agreed with him were of the opinion that existing
law was adequate, that the principles of our Constitution were so
diametrically opposed to the principles of Commtmism that a good Communist
could not possibly be a good American.

They felt that nothing in the

Constitution required it to guarantee its own self-destruction, and they
were unwilling to dilute the meaning of the phrase, tlattached to the
principles of the Constitution", so that anyone paying lip-service to
free speech could prove such an attachment.
that the difficulties in the

w~y

It is probably fair to say

of a lawful and orderly control of the

forces that are actively seeking to subvert our institutions will not be
appreciably lessened uIltil, in this instance also, a majority of the
Supreme Court shall finally espouse the dissenting views of Harlan
Stone.

Another instance, and a dramatic one, of Chief Justice Stone's
dissent in the face of

wl~t

he conceived to be a rewriting of an Act of

Congress occurred in the case of Girouard v. United states (328 U.s. 61),
decided on the very day of the Chief Justice's death.
In that case, the Supreme Court held that an alien who had religious
scruples against bearing arms was not ineligible for admission to citizen
ship, and in so dOing overruled its earlier decisions to the contrary in
the Schwimmer and Macintosh and Bland cases, decided some fifteen years or
so earlier.

The Chief Justice had joined in the dissent in the latter

two cases, in 1931, so that his own views, as an original proposition,
were in accord with the result reached by the majority in 1946.

But,

in view of the circumstance that a statute was involved, and that Congress,
by its refusal to amend the earlier law and by later reenacting it
without change, had indicated its approval of the earlier interpretations,
Chief Justice Stone felt that he could not regard the case de novo.

And

so he dissented, expressing the view that he was bound to follow the path
that Congress had indicated, regardless of his personal attitude or
preferences.

He said (328 U.

s.

at 76):

"In face of this legislative history the 'failure of
Congress to alter the Act after it had been judicially
construed, and the enactment by Congress of legislation
which implicitly recognizes the judicial construction as
effective, is persuasive of legislative recognition that
the judicial construction is the correct one. This is
the more so where, as here, the application of the statute
• • • has brought forth sharply conflicting vievls on the
Court and in Congress, and where after the matter has
been fully brought to the attention of the public and the
Congress, the latter has not seen fit to change the
statute.' • • • It is the responsibility of Congress,
in reenacting a statute, to make y~o'rr! its purpose in a
controversial matter of interpretation of its former

language, a.tleast when the matter has, for over a decade,
been persistently brought to its attention. In the light
of this legislative history, it is abundantly clear that
Congress has perfomed that duty. In any ca.se it is not
lightly to be implied that Congress h£1.8 failed to perform
it and has delegated to this Court the l~esponsibili ty of
Eiving ne"':" content to lanbuage deliberately read0pted
after this Court 003 construed it. For us to make such
an assv.mption is to discourage, if not to deny, legislative
responsibili ty. By thus ~,dopting and confirming this
Ccurt I s construction of wl~at Congress had enacted in th~
Naturalization Act of 1906 Congress gave that construction
the same lega~ significance as though it had written the
very words into the Act of 194:>.11
And he concluc..ed by saying

(328 U. S. at 79):

"It is not the function of this Court to disregard the
,-rill of Congress in the exercise of its constitutionaJ
power. II
I myself recall vivilly, how, in the course of his oral summary
of that dissent, in t:le Suprerne Coul"t chanber, the Chief JUtitice closed
by saying th9.t

ther(~

should be an end to

II

judicial tinkeringlt "lith statutes

and those were the last coherent words he ever uttered, because he
was stricl';:en imruediately aftcl""\val'ds.
It has aluays seemed to me a highly significant circumstance
that the theme of this last dissent in the Girouard case was identical
't"ith the theme of the dissent in the Butler - Ai\A case a decade earlier
the theIne that the uisc..om of statutes is for the legislature, the theme
that the judge is not to

obtl~de

his ovm views of wisdom or of expediency

or of public policy into his decisions.

I do not know what Chief Justice

Stone thought about the cOti..'1.dness or the unsoundness or about the social
or economic desi:-cability of the Agricultural Adjustment Act.

I do know,

Bland cases, and from wha.t he said in
from his vote in the Macintosh and --,
his

Girou~

dissent, that had he been a legislator he would have agreed

with and voted for the Girouard result.

But he dissented none the less,

because he was of the opinion that Congress in the exercise of its
undoubted constitutional power had determined othervlise.

And that, or

so it seems to me at any rate, is tbe mark of the great Judge in a free
society:

One who decides cases according to his views of what the law

compels him to decide.
For Harlan stone, that was the guiding principle of his approach
to the judicial process -- and in that connection I urge you to discard,
for all time, those current catchwords of "liberalll and "conserlative"
which becloud clear analysis.

(I should add that both labels appear in

quotation marlcs throughout my text.)
should warn

11S

Chief Justice Stone t s whole life

of the pitfalls of ready-made labels.

Those of you who are familiar with his career know that, after a
fruitful year spent as Attorney General, in the course of which he remade
the Department of Justice -- and that Department needed rehabilitation,
its previous head having resigned under a cloud -- Harlan stone was
nominated to fill a vacancy on the Supreme Court.

In the retrospect of

a quarter of a century, it is clear that the Attorney General was the
logical man for the place.

For myself, reconstructing the scene as of

1925, I think that he was the logical man then even without benefit of
hindsight.

But j.t is a c\,l.rious circumstance that while it was later

whispered by the purveyors of gossip that his nomination was in the nature
of a kick upsta.irs, occasioned by an alleged th!'eat on his pe,rt to pro
ceed against large corporations fool:' violations of the antitrust laws, in
fact the opposition to his

n~mination

-- and there was vociferous

opposition -- was not basecl on that circumstance.

The objecting Senators

did not urge that Mr. Stone should be kept in the Attorney General's Office
in order that he might continue his trust-busting activities in the
interests of the public; the:l argued that he should be kept there because
he was

ur~it

to sit upon the bench.

And why?

~ay,

because he had been

a member of a large Wall Street firm, and because no

~~

who had ever

put his feet under the dinner tables of the rich could ever be expected,
as a judge, to place human rights above property rights.
so on, w2th a lot of similar silly demagoguery.

And so on, and

In the end, there were

only siX votes against his confirmation; but if there is anywhere in
our recent history a more striking example of the threadbare cliches and
catchwords of the left wing, it escapes me at the moment.
So I suggest that the labels applied to stone's judicial labors
do not assist us in solving the basic problem of justice in a free society.
I knmr tha.t, fifteen and twenty years ago, it was said that Mr. Justice
Stone was a "liberal,

II

and that in the last years before his passing,

when he had become Chief Justice, many persons sagely remarked that he
had become a "conservative. 1I
know a good

m~~

But what, after all, is a "liberal"?

I

people who are inordinately proud of calling themselves

"liberal" who in fact are most illiberal when they encounter other views
that they consider less "liberal" than their

O'\ID.

A..Tld at this point I am

far from confident that I can with any accuracy define a "conservative.
I used to think I

1I

could, but in some of my more recent experiences I have

been forced to conclude thc'lt ver'J frequently a IIconservative" is one who
votes "liberal!) when to do .so bids fair to embarrass other "liberals.

1T

No, it does not much advance our thinking to endeavor to fit people
into rigid categories.

Particularly is this true when we are dealing

with the judicial function in e constitutional democracy.

A matter as

complex and with so many facets a.s a judge's outlook· on the task of
adjudication cannot, even in this tabloid and dehydrated age, be summed
up in a single word, more particularly when the word has connotations
as to vlhich there is sharp and even bitter disagreement.

And the short

review of the judicial labors of the late Chief Justice which I have
been able to bring to you tonight makes it plain to me, as I am sure
it will'be plain to you, that it would be more than ever futile to
attempt to classify Harlan Fiske Stone according to the categories under
which, to paraphrase Gilbert and Sullivan,

eve~J

judge is either a little

liberal or else a little conservative.
Particulal·ly in the field of statutory construction, which occupies
cOUl~ts

far more, thougn far less dramatically, than does constitutional

interpretation, the labels of "liberal!! and "conservative" are without
real

~eaning.

Is it a mark of "liberalism" to water down the phrase, tithe
principles of the Constitution,tI a phrase first used by Congress in 1795
when America was the only successfully functioning republic in the world,
so that any man of professed good
himself within it?

w~ll

can, given tongue in cheek, bring

Is it a mark of "liberalism" to visualize no differences

between the pr:tnciples of the American Constitution and those of Marxist
Communism?

Is it a ma.rk of "conservatism" or of "reaction" to insist, as

Chief Justice stone did in the Harry Bridges deportation case (Bridges v.
Wixon, 326 U. S. 135, 166), that a rule of general application in habeas
corpus cases involving deportation orders should not be departed from in
a particular case?
It was a matter of regret to me that, in the graceful and eloquent
addresses which were delivered 'at the Memorial Services for Chief Justice

Stone in Wash:!.ngton, addresses ''''hicb pointed out how the constitutional
doctrine that he hL1.d e3poused in dissent became 0:1e by one the law of the
land) there

~{'as

no mention of his later disagreements with vlhat he deemed

to be unwarranted judicial interfer.ence with the legislative

funct;J~on.

For

surely one neCeSGCl.ry corollar".f of the functioning of the judiciary in our
free society, namely, that they must hold the scales even in
insure justice in accordance with

constitutio~~l

o.~der

to

processes -- one necessary

corollary of that must surely be the proposition that no judge shall tip
the scalesbecau&e of wl1C.t for the moment seems goodness of heart.
Nearly three and a half centuries ago, Chief Justice Coke warned
King James I that judges vTere

~

sub homine sed

~

Deo 'et lege -- not

undel.' man tut Ul1ll.er God and the law -- that, in sh0rt, there were rules
having moral authority beyond any mere whim of the lawgiver, no matter
how benevolent.

Chief Justice Stone

vTaS

true to that tradition; his view

of the judicial fmlction insured justice in a free society.

And I do not

'Lhink I can better surrunari ze the. t vie't-T than in the graceful words of a
kindred soul and great . I. \merican, Chief Judge Learned Hand of the Second
Circuit, 't.,ho re':ently, spealcing of his own law school, expounded an ideal·
of law for our time.

t.Tudge Hand said (Harvard Lav·, School Bull.) Jan. 1949,

p. 8):

*

11* * \,1hat \'las it that 'brought to the School its resplendent
fame in the profeSSion, and changed the course of legal educa
tion? Everyone 'is lik.ely to have his own ansl1e1", and I ca!'l..not
vouch for mj.ne i but it is this. They taught us and we believed-
and those of us '\',Tho are left still belj.eve, I fancy--that every
civilized society must depend fOl" its existence upon its recogni
tion of, and adllerence to, SOlne body of principles, aocertainable
from not inaccessible sO'L~rces, having moral authority and c~rry-.
ing sanctions. This authority, which alone makes the sa7~tJ.~ns
tolerable, is derived in large meaSUl'e from cor..tinuity WJ. -eh -che
past; it is traditional. This is not because the compromises
of the past, "Thieh these principles embody, are necessarily
those that ,.,ould emerge from simila.r cO!lflicts today, or:l for

that me.teer, were ideally the best even vThen originally they
got tfleJnselves accepted. It is because they have proved their
a.bility to withstand the shock and abrasion of time; because no
better solutions have as yet been able to establish themselves in
their place; and because man by his nature inevitably will act in
large part on habit and convention. He feels their authority, if
for no stronger reason, because the altel'nativeis war in one form
or another. These men taught us that to make use of this inheri
tance flexibly, yet authoritatively, we must 10lOW how it came about
and why it ha(i continued to maintain itself. They taught us that J
particularly in a democratic society, a loyal enforcement of these
principles as they a1'e, until by accepted procedures they have been
superseded, is the condi 1;, ion of that orderly change without 'fr1hich
civilization perishes either by atrop~y, or by convulsion. They
taught us that" though government is an adjustment of conflicting
interests, its stability depends upon the measure of moderation
that the more powerful groups are willing to impose upon them
selves; and that such moderation cannot be imposed in invitum by
any bench of judges, but must depend upon the mutualforebearance
of the citizens.1t
Those were the principles of Harlan stone, a great judge and a great
American" who knew that, absent reason and authority and continuity, law
would be merely a screen of words expressing will in the service of deSire,
unable to administer justice, and impotent to preserve a free society.

